SVC RESOLUTION ABOUT PUBLICITY
(SVC#4, Adopted on November 20, 1989)

IFCSS Supervisory Committee to publicize or make available all information about:

1. Our official explanations about IFCSS Constitution;

2. Our official resolutions or memorandums regarding the work of IFCSS branches, but not including parts of contents which the security is concerned;

3. Cases we handle including evidence, our processing progress and our judgement, unless all parties involved ask not to release;

4. SVC meeting/tele-conference records, not including parts of contents which all SVC members decide not to release at the end of each meeting;

5. Records of votes in above 4 situations;

6. Our non-official standing points and comments on issues of public concerning and interesting.

The format of releases are:

- SVC explanation
- SVC resolution
- SVC memorandum
- SVC meeting/tele-conference record

These releases will be distributed through computer networks, the official IFCSS Newsletter and other media.

We further suggest that the IFCSS Council have similar policies about the publicity of their work.

Reasons:

1. Our best supervision comes from our IFCSS general members. It is only under the participant of all IFCSS members could we do our work well based on the first chapter of the constitution.

2. We were elected by general members. We do have the obligation and responsibilities to make reports to them about our works.